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Axinos as Cold Dark Matter
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We show that axinos produced in the early Universe in the decay of the lightest neutralinos are
compelling candidate forcold dark matter. We argue that axinos may well provide the main componen
of the missing mass in the Universe because their relic density is naturally of the order of the critic
density. [S0031-9007(99)09187-5]
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Axinos are predicted to exist in models involving low
energy supersymmetry (SUSY) and the Peccei-Quinn (P
solution [1] to the strongCP problem. They are supersym-
metric partners of axions [2–4]. SUSY is widely consid
ered as perhaps the most attractive framework in which t
Fermi scale can be naturally connected with physics arou
the Planck scale. The Peccei-Quinn mechanism, whi
invokes a global, chiral U(1) symmetry group sponta
neously broken at some high energy scalefa , 1011 GeV
remains the most compelling way of solving the strongCP
problem.

Axinos are thus very strongly motivated. Despite this
they have received much less attention in the literature th
other SUSY partners. Of particular importance to both e
perimental searches and cosmology is the lightest sup
symmetric particle (LSP). Axinos, being massive as we
as electrically and color neutral, are an interesting can
date for the LSP. One of the most important consequenc
of supersymmetry for cosmology in the presence of u
brokenR parity is the fact that the LSP is stable and ma
substantially contribute to the relic mass density in the Un
verse. If the contribution is of the order of the critical den
sity rcrit, such a particle is considered an attractive da
matter (DM) candidate. Current models of the formatio
of large structures as well as the measured shape of th
power spectrum strongly suggest that a dominant contrib
tion to the dynamical component of the total mass-ener
density is that from cold DM [5].

In the minimal SUSY model (MSSM), the LSP is usu
ally assumedto be the lightest of the four neutralinos. The
lightest neutralinox is a mixturex  Z11

eB 1 Z12
eW3 1

Z13
eH0

b 1 Z14
eH0

t of the respective fermionic partners (de
noted by a tilde) of the electrically neutral gauge bosonsB
andW3, and Higgs bosonsHb andHt. It is well known
that the neutralino’s relic densityrx is often of order
rcrit. At high temperatures in the early Universe a therm
population of neutralinos remains in equilibrium with the
thermal bath. When their annihilation rate into ordinar
matter becomes smaller than the expansion of the U
verse, they decouple from the thermal bath, or “freeze-ou
[5]. The freeze-out temperature is typically small com
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pared to the neutralino’s mass,Tf , mxy20 [5]. Relic
neutralinos are therefore always nonrelativistic, or co
DM candidates [6,7].

Many bounds on the neutralino mass and the param
space of SUSY models have been derived by requiring t
the neutralino abundance does not “overclose” the U
verse. This requires satisfying the conditionVxh2 & 1
[5], whereVx  rxyrcrit andh is related to the Hubble
parameter,H0  100h skmysecdyMpc. This condition
comes from considering the evolution of a thermal pop
lation of LSPs in the expanding Universe and, in pa
ticular, their annihilation cross section at decoupling. T
annihilation has to be efficient enough to deplete the L
number density to acceptable values. Cosmological pr
erties of the neutralino as the LSP and DM are often tak
into account in many studies of SUSY, including prese
and future collider and DM searches.

In this Letter we will show that this standard paradig
changes dramatically if one assumes that it is the axi
rather than the lightest neutralino, which is the LSP. Th
assumption is well justified. Experimental searches at L
have now pushed the neutralino mass limit considerab
above about 28 GeV in the MSSM [8]. In more restri
tive, and perhaps more motivated, models the bound
be much higher. For example, in the constrained MSS
(CMSSM) [9], also known as the effective minimal supe
gravity model, it is already around 42 GeV [10]. On th
other hand, it is worth noting that these bounds strongly
pend on the (well-motivated) assumption that the masse
the gauginos (the fermionic partners of the gauge boso
are equal at a grand-unified scale. In the absence
this condition one recovers a robust model independ
boundmx * 3 GeV [11] coming from requiringVxh2 &

1—a neutralino version of the so-called Lee-Weinbe
bound [5].

In contrast to the neutralino, the mass of the axino,mã,
remains not only virtually unconstrained experimenta
but also theoretically easily imagined in the few to te
of GeV range which we are interested in [12]. Th
is illustrated by the following examples. In the supe
symmetric version of the heavy quark axion model [t
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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Kim-Shifman-Vainstein-Zakharov (KSVZ) model [3] ],
the axino mass can arise at a one-loop level with a SUS
breakingA-term insertion at the intermediate heavy squa
line. Then, we expectmã , s f2

Qy8p2dA where fQ is
the Yukawa coupling of the heavy quark to a singlet fie
containing the axion. In a straightforward SUSY versio
of the Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitskii (DFSZ) [4]
model axino mass is typically rather small,mã , O skeVd
as has been pointed out in Ref. [13]. However, in additio
to the above inevitable contributions to the KSVZ an
DFSZ axino masses, there can be other contributions fr
superpotentials involving singlet fields. For example,
the PQ symmetry is assumed to be broken by the ren
malizable superpotential term (KSVZ or DFSZ models
W  fZsS1S2 2 f2

ad wheref is a coupling, andZ, S1,
and S2 are chiral fields with PQ charges of 0,11, and
21, respectively, then the axino mass can be at the s
SUSY breaking mass scale. The axino mass arises fr
the mass matrix of̃S1, S̃2, andZ̃,0B@ 0, mã, ffa

mã, 0, ffa

ffa, ffa, 0

1CA . (1)

Certainly, the tree level axino mass is zero ifkZl  0.
However, with soft terms included, there appears a line
term in Z, V  j fj2sjS1j

2 1 jS2j
2d jZj2 1 sAfS1S2Z 1

H.c.d; thus kZl is of orderAyf, and the axino mass can
arise at the soft mass scale. A complete knowledge
the superpotential is necessary to pin down the axino m
[12,14]. Therefore, generically it is not unreasonable
consider the axino mass scale of order tens of GeV.

One severe bound ofmã & 2 keV has been derived by
Rajagopal, Turner, and Wilczek [13]. This bound arise
from requiring that the “primordial” axinos, produced
along with the axions in the very early Universe whe
the PQ symmetry becomes broken around the scalefa ,
1011 GeV, do not contribute too much to the total reli
abundance of the Universe,Vãh2 , 1. As was noted
in Ref. [13], the boundmã & 2 keV (which would make
the axino awarm dark matter candidate) can be evade
by assuming that, at temperatures belowfa, the Universe
underwent a period of inflation and that the temperatu
of subsequent reheating was sufficiently belowfa. These
assumptions are not too radical and have now become p
of the standard cosmological lore [5]. The same reme
is also usually used to solve the analogous problem w
primordial gravitinos [15].

Once the number density of the primordial axinos h
been diluted by inflation, they can again be produced in t
decays of heavier particles [16]. Since axino’s couplin
to matter are strongly suppressed by1yfa, all heavier
SUSY partners first cascade decay to the next-to-light
SUSY partner (NLSP). A natural candidate for the NLS
is the lightest neutralino. As stated above, the neutrali
freezes out atTf , mxy20. If it were the LSP, its co-
moving number densitynx after freeze-out would remain
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nearly constant. In the scenario considered here, the n
tralino, after decoupling from the thermal equilibrium, wi
subsequently decay into the axino via, e.g., the proces

x ! ãg . (2)

This process was already considered early in Ref. [1
(see also [13]) in the limit of a photino NLSP and on
for both the photino and the axino masses assumed
be very low,mg̃ # 1 GeV andmã # 300 eV, the former
bound now excluded by LEP searches. In that case,
photino lifetime was typically much larger than 1 se
thus normally causing destruction of primordial deuteriu
produced during nucleosynthesis by the energetic pho
Avoiding this led to a lowerfa-dependent bound on the
mass of the photino in the MeV range [16].

In this Letter, we show that the conclusions and boun
of Refs. [13,16] can be evaded if one considers both
axino and the neutralino in the GeV mass range. In t
regime the neutralino decays into the axino typically befo
nucleosynthesis, thus avoiding the problems considere
Refs. [13,16]. The resulting nonthermally produced axi
will be a cold DM candidate.

NLSP freeze-out.—The effective coupling of the neu
tralino with the axino is very much weaker than that of i
interactions with other matter. Therefore the neutralino
decoupling is not different from the case when it is th
LSP. The freeze-out temperatureTf is determined by the
annihilation cross sectionssxx ! ordinary matterd and
is normally well approximated by iteratively solving th
equation forxf  Tfymx

1
xf

 ln

"
mx

4p3 MP

s
45xf

NF
ksyrell sxfd

#
, (3)

whereMP  1.22 3 1019 GeV, NF is the effective num-
ber of relativistic degrees of freedom, andksyrell is the
averaged product of annihilation cross section and the
nihilating neutralinos’ relative velocity [6]. The itera
tive procedure Eq. (3) is typically well justified by th
smallness of the scaled freeze-out temperaturexf [xf 
O s1y20d [5] ]. Without further decay, the neutralino co
moving number densitynx would have remained basically
constant.

Neutralino decay into axino.—In the scenario consid-
ered here, the NLSP neutralino comoving number dens
after freeze-out will continue to decrease because of its
cay (2) into the axino LSP. This is presented in Fig. 1.
Tymx ; x , xf and forGx ø H, nx is roughly given by

nx sxd . neq
x sxf dCsxd exp

"
2

Z xf

x

dx0

x03

kGx lx0

Hsmx d

#
, (4)

whereCsxd takes into account the temperature differen
between the photons and the decoupled neutralinos
kGx lx is the thermally averaged decay rate for the ne
tralino atx, while Hsmx d 

p
s2pd3NFy45 m2

xyMP.
4181
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FIG. 1. A schematic of the behavior of the comoving numbe
density: thermal equilibrium (thick solid), NLSP neutralino
(dash), and LSP axino (thin solid).

The interaction of the axino and the gaugino compone
of the neutralino is given by the termaY CaYY ys4p 3p

2 fad fsFBaBaduu 1 sFpB̄ ÙaB̄ Ùadūūg 1 a2CaWW ys4p 3p
2 fad fB ! W3g, where F is the chiral supermultiplet

containing the axion and the axino, while the vector mu
tiplet B sW3d corresponds to theUs1dY [SUs2dL] gauge
group with a coupling strengthaY sa2d. The coefficients
CaYY and CaWW are model dependent. Usually, one
performs chiral transformations so that there is no axio
Wmn

eWmn coupling. This is equivalent to giving vanishing
Peccei-Quinn charges to left-handed doublets. In this ca
CaWW  0 and CaYY  Cagg . In the DFSZ model with
sdc, ed unification CaYY  8y3, and in the KSVZ model
for eQ  0, 21y3, and 2y3, CaYY  0, 2y3, and 8y3,
respectively [17]. Below the QCD chiral symmetry break
ing scale,Cagg andCaYY are reduced by 1.92.

We first concentrate on the dominant decay channel (
which is always allowed as long asmã , mx . We will
comment on other channels below. The decay rate for t
process (2) is given by

G 
a2

emN2

256p3 C2
axg

m3
x

f2
a

√
1 2

m2
ã

m2
x

!3

, (5)

where aem is the electromagnetic coupling strength
Caxg  sCaYY y cosuW dZ11, andN is a model dependent
factor [N  1s6d for the KSVZ (DFSZ) model].

In the theoretically most favored case of a nearly pu
B-ino [9,18], the neutralino lifetime can be written as

t . 0.76 sec
1

C2
aYY

√
fayN

1011 GeV

!2√
100 GeV

mx

!3

, (6)

where the phase space factor from Eq. (5) has be
neglected.
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A comment is in order regarding a plausible ran
of fa [19]. A somewhat model dependent lower boun
fa * 109 GeV comes from astrophysical consideration
most notably from requiring that axions do not over
affect processes in globular clusters, in red giants, a
in supernova 1987A. An upper limit of,1012 GeV is
quoted in the context of cold axion energy density.
range109 10 & fa & 1012 GeV gives cosmologically in-
teresting values for the relic density of axions.

There are hard photons produced in thex decay (2)
but these thermalize via multiple scattering from bac
ground electrons and positronssg 1 e ! g 1 g 1 ed
[16,20]. The process proceeds rapidly for electromagne
background temperatures above 1 MeV at which po
backgrounde 2 ē pairs annihilate. To ensure efficien
thermalization and to avoid problems with photodestru
tion of light elements produced during nucleosynthes
we require that the neutralino lifetime Eq. (6) is suffi
ciently less than about 1 sec (which also coincides w
temperatures of about 1 MeV). A modest requireme
t & 1021 sec leads, in the case of the neutralino with
largeB-ino component (a neutralino is never apureB-ino
state), to an upper bound onfa which depends onmx . At
largermx additional decay channels open up, most nota
x ! Zã. We can see that, for large enough values of t
B-ino mass, the decay (2) will take place almost entire
before nucleosynthesis.

The case of Higgsino-dominated neutralino as the NL
is probably less attractive and also more model depend
First, the lifetime (6) is now typically significantly larger
easily extending into the period of nucleosynthesis and
yond. This is caused by the suppression of theB-ino com-
ponent through which the decay proceeds. [See the form
Caxg below Eq. (5).] Much lower values offa could be
considered as a remedy for much larger Higgsino mas
and/or additional (model dependent) decay channels
volving Higgs in the final state.

In the MSSM, the Higgsino relic abundance in th
mass range allowed by LEP is typically very small, th
leading to even smallerVãh2. One possibility would be
to consider rather obese Higgsino masses, above rou
500 GeV, whereVxh2 * 1 again. A resulting value of
Vãh2 would then depend on the actual size of the Higgsi
component in the decaying neutralino, as well as on
axion/axino model which would determine the couplin
of the decay channels to the Higgs final state. One co
also allow for a Higgs singlet and assume that its fermio
partner is mostly the NLSP.

The resulting axino relic abundance today is simp
given by

Vãh2 
mã

mx

Vxh2 (7)

since all the neutralinos have decayed into axinos. T
axino will normally be produced relativistic (except whe
the ratio of the neutralino-axino mass difference to t
axino mass is small) but will later redshift due to th
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expansion of the Universe and become cold by the time
matter dominance. It is worth noting that the neutralino
will not dominate the energy density of the Universe befo
decaying; to see this we have to compare its lifetime, giv
by Eq. (6), with the time when the equalityrx  rrel
takes place. This time is easily computed neglecting t
decay and amounts to106 107 sec; we see therefore tha
the neutralinos never dominate the energy density a
matter domination starts only after the produced axin
become nonrelativistic.

With the neutralino lifetime (6) significantly larger than
1026 sec they escape from the high-energy detecto
Thus SUSY phenomenology remains basically unchang
from the usual case where the neutralino is the LSP.
particular, accelerator mass bounds on supersymme
particles apply. But cases previously excluded by t
constraintVxh2 , 1 can now be allowed via Eq. (7).
This leads to a possibly dramatic relaxation of the param
ter space of SUSY models. For example, in the MSS
the region of large Higgsino masses mentioned previou
has been considered as cosmologically excluded but n
can again be allowed if one takes a sufficiently small rat
mãymx . In the gaugino region it is normally reasonabl
to expect that, in order to satisfyVxh2 & 1, there should
exist at least one sfermion with mass roughly belo
500 GeV [18]. In the CMSSM, the same requireme
often provides upper bounds on the unified, or commo
scalar and gaugino masses of order 1 TeV [9] over
large range of parameters. Both bounds which hold fo
gaugino-like LSP away from annihilation resonances c
now be readily relaxed.

So far we have considered the neutralino as the NLS
This assumption can easily be relaxed to accommod
any other superpartner, either neutral or carrying an el
tric or color charge, provided that its effective couplin
with the axino is of order,1yfa. All one needs to re-
quire is that the NLSP decays into the axino and that t
thermalization of an accompanying ordinary particle tak
place before nucleosynthesis. If this can be achieved th
cases previously believed to be excluded as correspond
to non-neutral LSPs can now again be allowed.

In conclusion, we have shown that the axino can eas
be the LSP with a mass in the GeV range. Such an ax
would be acold dark matter candidate for a natural rang
of the Peccei-Quinn scalefa. It is not impossible that,
with or without its nonsupersymmetric partner, the axin
could dominate the matter in the Universe.
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